
UW-WHITEWATER   INTRAMURAL   SPORTS   DISC   GOLF   
RULES     
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ENTRY   FEE     
FREE   to   register     
  

LEAGUE   SCHEDULES     
The   time   frame   for   which   players   have   to   turn   in   their   scorecards   will   be   posted   on   
IMLeagues   and   the   UWW   Rec   Sports   app.     
  

QUESTIONS     
Please   feel   free   to   contact   the   Office   of   Recreation   Sports   and   Facilities   or   the   
Intramural   Coordinator,   Matt   Schneider,   with   any   questions   or   concerns   at   
262.472.1145.     
  

GENERAL   PROCEDURES     
  

BE   EARTH   CONSCIOUS   —   DON'T   LITTER!     
  

GENERAL   RULES:    Disc   golf   is   played   like   ball   golf,   using   flying   discs.   One   stroke   is   
counted   each   time   the   disc   is   thrown,   and   when   a   penalty   is   incurred.   The   winner   is   the   
golfer   with   the   lowest   score.     
  

TEE   THROWS:    Tee   throws   must   be   completed   within   the   designated   tee   areas.     
  

ORDER   OF   THROWING:    After   teeing   off,   the   player   whose   disc   is   farthest   from   the   
hole   always   throws   first.   The   player   with   the   fewest   strokes   on   the   previous   hole   is   first   
to   tee   off.     
  

FAIRWAY   THROWS:    Fairway   throws   must   be   made   with   the   foot   closest   to   the   hole   on   
the   spot   where   the   last   throw   came   to   rest.   The   other   foot   may   be   no   closer   to   the   hole   
than   the   other   foot   on   this   lie.   A   run-up   and   normal   follow-through,   after   the   release,   are   
allowed   more   than   10   meters   from   the   hole.   Inside   10   meters,   a   player   may   not   step   
past   his/her   lie.   "Falling"   or   "jumping"   putts   are   not   allowed   inside   10   meters.     
  



COMPLETING   A   HOLE:    A   disc   that   comes   to   rest   inside   the   Disc   Pole   Hole®   basket   or   
chains   constitutes   successful   completion   of   that   hole.   A   disc   that   comes   to   rest   on   top   of  
the   pole   does   NOT   constitute   a   successful   putt.     
  

ONE   STROKE   PENALTIES:    A   throw   that   lands   out-of-bounds   must   be   played   from   the   
point   where   the   disc   went   out-of-bounds.   Water,   roads,   pavilions   and   walkways   are   
normal   disc   golf   out-of-bounds   hazards.     
  

NOTE:   Never   throw   until   the   players   ahead   of   you   are   out   of   range,   and   until   the   fairway   
is   completely   clear   of   spectators   and   park   guests.     
  

TIEBREAKERS:    1.   Best   score   on   Hole   #7   2.   Best   score   on   Hole   #5   3.   Best   score   on   
Hole   #1     
  

UWW   COURSE:    If   a   player’s   disc   goes   into   the   tornado   siren   fence,   you   must   assess   a   
one-stroke   penalty   


